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W

elcome to 2017! This is the
first time I’ve typed 2017, so
it feels a little strange. My fingers are still programmed to type 2-0-1-6.
I’m sure I’ll still be writing 2016 on checks
and other documents until about March
2017. Alas, I am a victim of habit.

By Geoffrey Hoppe

A GOOD YEAR

I’ve heard a lot of people and media
personalities saying goodbye and good-riddance to 2016. One news report
said that many adults consider 2016 to be the hardest year they have ever
experienced. Most blame it on the U.S. elections. Sorry to be a spoiler, but
my 2016 was one of the best ever, probably because I really didn’t care about
who got elected. I voted for the first time in 12 years, but not for either of the
major presidential candidates. The election isn’t mine. Oddly enough, neither
is most of the commotion going on in the world around me. Yes, I watch the
news and keep up on current events. But as each day goes by, I find that I’m
more of an observer than a participant. I don’t consider myself to be apathetic or uncaring, but after all these years I’m beginning to understand what
Adamus means when he says, “All is well in all of creation.” The world spins
madly, and loves every minute of it. Otherwise, it wouldn’t be spinning.
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CREATING THE MASTERS CLUB
Crimson Circle had the best year ever. In April, 2016 we announced that
we’d like to lease the space next to the studio, and create a Masters Club.
Shaumbra around the world immediately came in to support the expansion
project. Within just one month, enough money was raised through small and
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large contributions to totally pay for the new Masters Club. The funny
thing was that we didn’t have a firm budget for the project, and we didn’t
make any projections about how much money Shaumbra would contribute. But at the end of the day, the cost of the Masters Club construction
project was almost exactly equal to the amount of funds so generously
donated by Shaumbra. How does that work!? The Crimson Circle staff
and I have had years and years of previous business experience, where
we planned and budgeted. But we didn’t do that for the Masters Club
project. We simply Allowed. My business aspect was chiding and scolding
me the entire time, but in fact it all worked out better – much better –
than if we had done a lot of budgeting. This was a great example of how
Shaumbra can bring in the appropriate energy, not too much or too little.
I guess it should be no surprise that, when Shaumbra energy is brought
together, we create miracles.
I’ve told some non-Shaumbra business-type people about the story of
the Masters Club; how we put out the word with nearly no promotion,
and then wonderful people from around the world stepped up to make
it a reality. They shake their heads in disbelief, while I just smile knowing
the energy dynamics behind the creation of the Masters Club. Now what
I’d like to see is Shaumbra doing this same type of “allowing” in their
everyday personal lives.

BENCHING
A new social phenomenon is sweeping across the world (at least the
world of Shaumbra). It’s called “benching.” It comes on the heels of
Adamus’ new book, “Memoirs of a Master” that features an image of a
Master on a park bench overlooking a lake in Ascona, Switzerland. There’s
also a story in the new book titled “The Park Bench.”
In the story, the Master greets the morning sun on the park bench, and
is then visited by some of his aspects. Notably, an aspect named Dark
comes by in an attempt to torment him. The Master simply continues to
enjoy the morning, and his coffee and bagel, un-fazed by Dark. The story
is an example of how the Master within you can enjoy life, even when old
aspects drop in uninvited, like bad relatives. It’s also a great example of
the “And” – the Master AND the aspects. And it’s a great example of the
timeless nature of the Master, and how the aspects actually seek out the
Master’s space as they work through their old stories.
“Benching” is the act of stepping back, getting out of the drama of life,
and consciously allowing yourself to be the Master. “BENCHING” is a verb,
a hobby, a pastime and a realization. It’s been fun to see photos of Shaumbra
“benching” all around the world as we start the new year. It’s a brilliant symbol of embodied enlightenment, Allowing, And, and relaxation.
One of Tobias’ most memorable phrases was “Stand Behind the Short
Wall.” ‘Benching” takes it to the next level. You can be watching the world
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spin madly, without judgment and without trying to change a thing. But more
importantly, you can be the observer of your own past and future while enjoying the present moment.
While some people go jogging or meditate or do yoga, I’m going to take
up benching. My one and only New Year’s resolution is to bench more often.
If you happen to see a sign on the studio door that says “Gone Benching,”
you’ll know what it means and who put it there.
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SHAUMBRA FAMILY
I’m often asked how many Shaumbra are on the planet. That’s hard to
say because people don’t need to register to be Shaumbra. There are over
60,000 names in our database, which, by the way, we never share or sell to
anyone. I know there are a lot of Shaumbra who never sign up for our mail list,
preferring instead to remain anonymous, so I roughly estimate that there are
well over 100,000 people who feel an affinity to Shaumbra and the Crimson
Circle. That’s a very small number when compared to the world’s population.
On the other hand, it’s a lot of people going from their awakening into their
embodied mastery.
We never try to recruit people or do membership drives. That would
be crazy, because someone is either
ready or they’re not. We don’t do any
advertising because people find their
way to the Crimson Circle. How would
we even advertise something like
Crimson Circle, Shaumbra, Adamus or
enlightenment? And better yet, why
would we want to advertise? We’re
not trying to sell anything, and bringing in new people who aren’t ready
(especially energy feeders) takes a
huge amount of time and resources.
We’d rather focus our work on the current family of Shaumbra.
I’m always thankful for my previous business experience, as well as
the staff’s experience, because we
know how to run a good organization.
Indeed, it has its challenges. We’re a
small group, yet we work internationally. There are no memberships or
dues. We sell products and services,
but if it wasn’t for the amazing generosity of the 1110 Crimson Circle
Angels around the world we wouldn’t
be able to do nearly as much as we
do. We’re a unique, hybrid company
that operates like both a for-profit and
non-profit company.

PROGNOST 2017
I’m excited about the upcoming
ProGnost 2017. ProGnost is a synthe-
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sis of the words “prognosticate” and “gnost.” It means looking into the future
with the sense of knowing, rather than simply making predictions based on
past events.
Adamus doesn’t usually talk to me about his subject matter for Shouds and
workshops, but he’s been chatting me up about ProGnost 2017 for the past
several months. He also doesn’t spend a lot of time, or answer many questions, about planetary issues because his focus is on the personal journeys
of those who are choosing embodied enlightenment. Too much discussion
about the planet-in-general (politics, finances, the environment, etc.) can be a
distraction from our deep, individual Realizations. But twice a year he provides
profound insights about where the planet is headed so we have a better idea
of how we, as Masters, can handle everyday life.
In ProGnost 2016, he talked at length about technology, and specifically
about how the world is going through deep changes due to advances in
Artificial Intelligence, nanotechnology and computing power. According to
Adamus, the world we know now will be quite different in the next 25–30
years. The jury is still out about which way it’s going.
Tune into ProGnost 2017 for the latest look into the direction of our planet.
I’m more than sure his prognostications will cause a lot of discussion and
debate amongst Shaumbra. In other words, social media is about to fire up.

HAPPY 2017!
From the Crimson Circle staff, Linda and me, we wish you a year filled with
ease and grace. May this be your year of sensual Realizations.

TUNE IN TO

QUANTUM CONVERSATIONS
Lauren Galey will interview Geoffrey Hoppe on Quantum Conversations,
followed by a channel with Adamus! To listen in, register here for the
free Quantum Conversations series.

January 25, 2017
4:00 PM (MST)

MORE INFO
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FEATURED EVENTS
PROGNOST 2017
Onlin e an d Lou is ville , C O , US A • Jan u ary 1 4, 2017
There will be lots of new information in Adamus’ next “state of the planet” message. Where is humanity going? What’s happening with New
Earth? What should we know in order to make the
most of our earthly experience? This is sure to be a
MORE INFO
fascinating presentation!

ASPECTOLOGY – ONLINE
Online • February 24–26, 2017
One of the most life–changing classes from Tobias and Adamus, offered
online and hosted by Geoffrey & Linda Hoppe. The process of integration
can be very challenging and intense, but also very liberating. By releasing deep energetic wounds, you can
MORE INFO
begin enjoying life in a new way.

THE SIMPLE MASTER: ALLOW & AND
Hau ge su n d, N orw ay • M ay 14–16, 2017
S O LD O UT – w ait l i st onl y
In The Simple Master, Adamus Saint–Germain helps clear the clutter
and bring you back to the basics: Allowing & And. Adamus says these
are the keys to embodied enlightenment. Allowing
means to get out of the mind to allow the Free Self
MORE INFO
to be present in your everyday life.

MASTERS IN MUNICH: SHOUD & A DAY WITH ADAMUS
Grü n w ald ( n e ar M u n ich ) , Ge r man y • June 3– 4,
2017
Second annual European Shoud and Day with Adamus. Registration
for this very popular event will first be available to the Crimson Circle
Angels, and then open to the public at 10:00 AM
(MST) on Monday, January 9, 2017
MORE INFO
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.
N OTE :
		

N o t a ll ev ent s m a y y e t be ope n for re gis tration ;
C r imso n Circ le Angels re ce ive advan ce n otice

MARCH

2017

02

Teacher Council Meeting		

Online

04

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

11

Keahak VI			Online

25

Keahak VI			Online

APRIL

JANUARY
05

Teacher Council Meeting		

Online

07

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

14

ProGnost 2017			

CCCC & Online

14

Keahak VI			Online

28

Keahak VI			Online

01

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

15

Keahak VI			Online

29

Keahak VI			Online

MAY
04

Teacher Council Meeting		

Online

06

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

13

Keahak VI			Online

14 16 The Simple Master: Allow & And

Norway

21 25 The Threshold			

Denmark

27

FEBRUARY

Keahak VI			Online

JUNE

04

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

11

Keahak VI			Online

03

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Germany & Online

04

A Day with Adamus		

Germany

12 16 BON Adventure			

Hawaii

10

Keahak VI			Online

24 26 Aspectology School		

Online

24

Keahak VI			Online

25

Keahak VI			Online
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SUSPENDED
IN
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reediving, free–diving, free diving or skin diving is a form of underwater diving that relies
on divers’ ability
to hold their breath until
resurfacing, rather than
on the use of a breathing
apparatus such as scuba
gear. – Wikipedia
I used to love freediving. I would freedive for
hours for no other purpose
than to be with myself,
my heartbeat, my body,
By Verla Ell Rey
my mind, and, as I realise
now, with my I exist. Sure it
had other additional benefits – sometimes I would
spear fish, untangle snagged boat anchors or retrieve
dropped items from the ocean floor – but ultimately I
did it for the space it provided to experience myself.
I would lie floating on the surface in preparation, with
my entire body relaxed and rippling gently in the currents around me. Relaxed muscles take up and store
oxygen better. I would breathe deeply and slowly, until
I would feel my heart rate slow as I relaxed deeper and
deeper. Relaxed bodies consume less oxygen. Then I
would inhale and exhale rapidly, to flood my cells with
as much oxygen as possible, before taking the big
breath I would hold for the dive.
On the descent, there would be the striving to go
ever deeper; the firm, quiet sense of purpose. Then
there would be the bittersweet turning point, where I
knew I’d reached my limit. My downward momentum
would glide to a halt as the unavoidable buoyancy of
my body took hold and inevitably brought me back to
the surface, slowly at first then gathering speed the
closer I got. There would be regretful surrender upon
the ascent, as I would always want to remain down
there longer, but was also an awareness that my body
was screaming for oxygen. Sweet oxygen.
I was compelled to do this again and again, for one
reason: the particular fraction of a second that occurred
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at the deepest point of my dive. The tiny sliver of time
between when my body decelerated from its downward
motion and when buoyancy took over, sucking me back
to the surface, always had me knowing I would be diving
down again even before I reached the surface. For, in
that precious fraction of a second, I was between dimensions; weightless, timeless, free from gravity itself and all
the other constraints of being human. The density of the
water around me was simultaneously silent and deafening. I was alone, in pure beautiful awareness, feeling
the play of mass, friction, force, resistance and pressure
weighing in from all directions, as well as weightlessness,
freedom and grace, all coming together for a fraction of
a second in a kind of dance that needed no music at all.
It would feel like I was suspended in glass, paused
in a cross section of water, completely suspended and
supported, somewhere halfway between here and
there; beyond time and space, and even beyond life
and death itself; suspended between my human life
on the surface, and my unknown depths that I was so
driven to reach. And the ironic parable is that I reached
this magic place only when I stopped my downward
drive, relaxed and let go.
However, that moment of being suspended in glass was
always heartbreakingly brief. What I wouldn’t have done to
remain there in weightless freedom just a fraction longer.
What I wouldn’t have done to not need to breathe at all.
Maybe being in the ocean is like being a human in this
3D life. Maybe freediving is like awakening. Maybe resurfacing after the dive is like enlightenment. In the beginning, just being in the ocean is a fight to stay afloat, the
bizarre struggle that most humans are involved in, when
instead they could just relax and let themselves float rippling gently on the surface. Then, if you are one who is
compelled to dive deeper, you pull yourself ever downward, deeper and deeper still, equalising and efforting,
driven onward by some strange goal. Only finally to relax
at the absolute deepest point you can reach by force, and
let go, giving in to the natural force that draws you back
up to the good old surface from where you started; slowly
at first, then gathering speed the closer you get, bursting out back into loud, bright, harsh reality once more.
Reality with all its grit and flaws, that once upon a time I
had wanted to escape, but now, with the new perspective
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found at the depths of the dive, I love it so fiercely it that
I wouldn’t trade it for anything in the world.
Recently, as I was just being in my I AM, I got the sense
of myself as an untapped well. An ‘untapped’ well is
where groundwater just flows effortlessly from deep within the earth. I let go, and let this untapped well of my own
self flood my whole world, until my world became a sea
and I was suspended within it. I’ve always felt at home in
the water and this type of sea is the sweetest experience
of all, as it is a vast ocean of me. Maybe all those years of
freediving brought me to this point where I can happily,
willingly, drown in my own sea.
With myself, now, as the untapped well flooding my
own life, it seems I don’t even need a ‘real’ ocean to go

freediving anymore. I can be suspended in the weightless freedom of my I exist anytime I wish, while breathing
in that sweet oxygen simultaneously. And the exquisite
thing is, rather than the heartbreaking fraction of a second I used to get with freediving in a real ocean, I can
stay in that magic place a lot longer. Forever, if I choose.

Verla Ell Rey is the author of The Age of Self: The Self
as the Final Frontier, available as a digital download
on Amazon, iBooks, Barnes and Noble, Smashwords,
Scribd, Kobo, and other digital book retailers. She can
be reached at verlaellrey.com
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CLOUD CLASS INFORMATION
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES
• Addiction Unplugged

Most Cloud Classes will
remain available indefinitely.
You have 90 days streaming
access from the date of purchase (or from the date of
broadcast, if applicable).

• Ancestral Freedom
• Consciousness Revolution
• Four Masters in Munich
• Freedom… Now What?
• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

We also provide online
English transcripts and text
translations when available.
We hope you enjoy these
essential offerings from
Adamus Saint-Germain!

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here
• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment
• The Master’s Voice
• New Earth Update
• ProGnost 2016
• ProGnost 2016 UPDATE
• Quantum Allowing
• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

QUANTUM ALLOWING – NEW CLOUD CLASS!
Experience Adamus’ most in-depth exploration of
allowing as he invites you to release old ties, consider
questions like “what creates reality?” and sink deep into
true allowing – quantum allowing. In this time of intense
change, it can seem like everything is dissolving into
chaos. But with the deep understanding of allowing,
you’ll realize that all is truly well.
The Quantum Allowing sessions are accompanied and
enhanced by the resonant musical genius of Yoham,
featuring Gerhard Fankhauser, Einat Gilboa and Amir
Yakobi. While their music is always an asset to Adamus’
presentations, in Quantum Allowing the members of
Yoham are particularly tuned in to the energies as they
collaborate in these life-changing sessions.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $295
MORE INFO – ENGLISH

WATCH EXCERPTS
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

THE MASTER’S LIFE – PART 3: EMBODIMENT
This intense and transformational presentation takes
you through the various phases of allowing the light
into every area of your personal reality.
As Adamus says, “With this third Master’s Life, we
take it to the practical, experiential level. We’ve
talked a lot about it, but now we’re going to take that
basic information and actually do it.” With a total of
11 incredible sessions, you’ll want to dive deep and
allow yourself to experience this on all levels.
Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $295
MORE INFO – ENGLISH

Adamus is joined by Gerhard Fankhauser and Einat
Gilboa of Yoham. These gifted musicians provide the
musical “bed” for deep transformation, sometimes in
unexpected ways. You’ll want to dive deeply into this
presentation and truly experience it on all levels.

MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

PROGNOST 2016 UPDATE
Highly recommended by Adamus to help understand
what is coming to the planet, this presentation also provides the foundation for the Transhuman Shoud Series.
Adamus begins by inviting you to Angel’s Peak for a
look at what’s happening on Earth and offers a reminder
of why you’re really here at this time.

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $75
MORE INFO – ENGLISH

Adamus talks about physics, patterns and particles,
how these make up your physical reality, how they are
constantly changing and what this means for you. He
talks about the flow of light and consciousness that is
bringing drastic change to the planet, and says that all
humans are moving inevitably toward profound alterations. The question is whether they will do it through
power or through consciousness, and what will be the
results of this choice.

MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS
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WHY, OH WHY?
Question for bored Masters to ponder…
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Why do people say they “slept like a baby” when babies wake up
like every two hours?

o

Why do people pay to go up tall buildings and then put money in
binoculars to look at things on the ground?

o

Why do doctors leave the room while you change? They’re going to
see you naked anyway.

o

Why do buffalo wings taste like chicken?

o

Where do forest rangers go to “Get away from it all”?

o

If a cow laughed too hard, would milk come out of her nose?

o

How important does a person have to be before they are considered
assassinated instead of just murdered?

o

Why does a round pizza come in a square box?

o

If we’re here to help other people, what are the other people here for?

o

Is it good if a vacuum really sucks?

o

Why is the third hand on the watch called the second hand?

o

Why do people who know the least know it the loudest?

o

Have you ever seen a toad on a toadstool?

o

If man evolved from monkeys and apes, why do we still have monkeys and apes?

o

Why do psychics have to ask you for your name?

o

What do you call a male ladybug?

o

What color is a chameleon on a mirror?

«

NEW VIDEOS

Quantum Allowing
Excerpts from Cloud Class

o

Why do you press harder on a remote-control when you know the
battery is dead?

o

If they squeeze olives to get olive oil, how do they get baby oil?

o

Why is brassiere singular and panties plural?

o

Why is the man who invests all your money called a broker?

o

If people from Poland are called “poles”, why aren’t people from
Holland called “Holes”?

o

Why don’t they just make mouse-flavored cat food?

o

How does the guy who drives the snowplow get to work?

o

If all the world is a stage, where does the audience sit?

o

What did they go back to before they invented drawing boards?

o

If someone with multiple personalities threatens to kill himself, is
this a hostage situation?

o

If a turtle doesn’t have a shell, is he homeless?

o

When it rains, why don’t sheep shrink?

o

If the police arrest a mime, do they tell him he has the right to talk?

o

What do you do if you discover an endangered animal that eats
only endangered plants?

o

Why did kamikaze pilots wear helmets?

o

What is the speed of dark?

o

Why do you drive on a parkway and park in a driveway?

o

Why do doctors call what they do practice?

o

What if this is all a dream and we wake up when we die?

o

If we’re already enlightened, why are we trying so hard to get there?

Stories Across Time
Highlights from
Transhuman Shoud 4

Park Bench Merabh
From Transhuman Shoud 4

Faces of Shaumbra
Threshold – Colombia

» INDEX
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QUANTUM ALLOWING

NEW CLOUD CLASS

THE NATURAL PATH TO ENLIGHTENMENT…
With Adamus Saint-Germain

Allowing and And. According to Adamus, these are the keys to
embodied realization and living as a Master on Earth. And now,
Quantum Allowing, one of the most popular live events with
Geoff & Linda, is available as a Cloud Class.

18
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The core Crimson Circle classes include the
Sexual Energies School, Aspectology™ and
DreamWalker Death, and Quantum Allowing
follows closely after. It contains some of the
most basic and relevant Adamus information
about coming into your mastery. The premise
behind Quantum Allowing is that enlightenment doesn’t come from hard work, studying or
discipline. Rather, it is simply a matter of allowing what will come naturally to everyone who
desires completion of their journey of incarnations on Earth.
Experience Adamus’ most in-depth exploration of allowing as he invites you to release old
ties, consider questions like “what creates reality?” and sink deep into true allowing – quantum
allowing. In this time of intense change, it can
seem like everything is dissolving into chaos.
But with the deep understanding of allowing,
you’ll realize that all is truly well.
The Quantum Allowing sessions are accompanied and enhanced by the resonant musical
genius of Yoham, featuring Gerhard Fankhauser,
Einat Gilboa and Amir Yakobi. While their music
is always an asset to Adamus’ presentations, in
Quantum Allowing the members of Yoham are
particularly tuned in to the energies as they collaborate in these life-changing sessions.
And with this Cloud Class, rather than just one
weekend with the material (as in a live event),
you will have access to the complete audio,
video and text for a full 90 days. You’ll be able
to immerse yourself deeply into allowing, and
experience the freedom – and change – that it
can bring to your life.

SESSION LIST
01 – Safe Space (1:11:33)
02 – Holding Back (1:12:10)
03 – I Exist (41:01)
04 – Dream; I Exist (59:45)
05 – Being Human (1:10:41)
06 – The Temple (54:51)
07 – Sweet Integration (59:25)
08 – All is Well (1:10:33)
09 – Words and Reality (1:00:25)
10 – Resonance (1:04:54)
11 – Quantum Allowing (45:22)
12 – Going Forward (1:17:20)
13 – Now Comes the Time (1:12:49)

Cost: $295

Bonus: Registration includes download access
to two special audio tracks that are used during
the Quantum Allowing sessions.
MORE INFO
WATCH EXCERPTS
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Featuring

Adamus Saint-Germain

MASTERS IN MUNICH
GRÜNWALD (MUNICH), GERMANY • JUNE 3–4, 2017

HOSTED LIVE BY
GEOFFREY AND LINDA HOPPE
WITH LIVE MUSIC BY YOHAM
MONTHLY WEBCAST & SHOUD,
AND A DAY WITH ADAMUS & FRIENDS
20
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MONTHLY WEBCAST & SHOUD
Always wanted to join a Shoud in person? Did you
miss the first one in Europe last time? This is the second
time that the Monthly Shoud is broadcast from outside
of Colorado, United States. Since the very beginning,
the webcasts have been broadcast from Colorado. 2016
was the first year we did this in another location and it
was so popular we could not fit everyone interested
under the same roof.
Join us now in June, 2017, in Grünwald, Southern
Germany, right outside Munich for this special occasion
and attend a Shoud in person! Meet with other Shaumbra,
get together for those precious hugs and smiles. See the
faces of those who meet with you each month, sitting
behind their own screens at their homes, just like you.
Yoham – with Gerhard, Einat and Amir – will be playing
live music, to make this occasion even more special. We
will be broadcasting the Shoud live as usual and invite all
Shaumbra around the world to join us, also that group of
“regulars” in Colorado.

A DAY WITH ADAMUS
Let yourself be surprised! In 2016, this event turned out
to be one of the most touching, surprising, and… wowing days with, not just one Master but 4 Masters: Adamus
Saint-Germain, Madame Blavatsky, Kuthumi lal Singh and
Tobias moved the audience in completely unexpected
ways. This year, we will get a whole day of messages from
at least Adamus, experiences with live music by Yoham,
expanding consciousness, and sitting in that familiar
energy of Shaumbra.
The Professor is the master of distraction and you can
be sure he will choose a worthwhile topic to distract
you with. These A Day with Adamus events have often
been specific for the attending group, always important
launches for consciousness shifts, and sometimes even
pioneering into areas no one has explored before.
Launch your summer with us near Munich, Germany!
Public registration open at 10:00 AM (MST), January
9, 2017

MORE INFO

» INDEX
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT
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THE HARVEST
There’s something I’d like to share, something that’s made up of many
facets. Perhaps they are ready to be woven into a story.

PART 1: BITS AND PIECES
Change – It is said that the only constant in life is change, and this seems
doubly true for those on the “path” of realization… although there’s got
to be a better word. This isn’t a “path,” it’s a constant arrival. A non-stop
clarification. A perpetual release. We’re not “going somewhere,” we’re
remembering here.
Anyway, doesn’t it seem that right about the time everything is all sorted
out, life goes and changes? Someone moves away or dies or goes off to
chase their own rainbow, the landlord sells the house, someone bumps your
car, people get scared and do something dumb, and something – or everything – is different. And, as much as we say we want change, it can be tough
to deal with. But really, what would happen if nothing ever changed? Life
would end, slowly spinning down to nothingness. Wait, didn’t we (almost) do
that already? Didn’t Tobias say we came to Earth to figure out a way to get
things going again? Apparently we’re here to create change. So, I suppose
it’s silly to get upset about it, even though the most difficult changes are the
ones closest to our heart. In other words…
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Relationships – Life is made up of relationships, whether good or bad,
passionate or indifferent, moments long or decades short. Relationships are
how we learn about ourselves, how we survive, and why we come back. They
bring us some of the most intense, difficult and amazing experiences we’ll
ever have. Sometimes they get stuck in patterns and we wish something
would change – then we cry when they do. At the core, every relationship is
a glimpse of God, a whisper of the relationship we’re really looking for. We
commemorate them, mourn them, reject them and hold onto them. In fact,
we talk about them more than anything else because…
Stories – Stories are the glue of creation. I’ve written before about being
aware of the stories you tell, both to yourself and to others, for they are what
you’ll live. Is life always raining on your parade? It makes a great story, but the
more you tell it the more it’ll happen. Do things always seem to work out perfectly? Funny how that story isn’t usually so popular, but nevertheless it’s one
I quite enjoy both telling and living! But sometimes the old needs to come
unglued so the new can come in.
When changes happen and relationships evolve, we tend to tell stories
about “the good (or bad) old days,” not realizing how sticky they are and,
therefore, how difficult we’re making it on ourselves. When Soul says it’s time
for a change, the best thing to do is to let the glue dissolve. Yes, it’s easier
said than done, but telling a different story can actually help with the letting
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go, because life believes the story you tell! So, when something unexpected
(or maybe even unwanted) happens, the story I always try to come back to is
that every experience is ultimately about…
Enlightenment – It’s the whole reason we’re here in this lifetime. Sometimes I
(almost) wish it wasn’t so, because there’s just so much to feel. I look at “regular”
people and marvel at how simple their lives appear to be. Sure, it’s a generalization, but when reality doesn’t come in shades of gray but rather blinding bursts
of color, I sometimes long for the “good old days” when things were closer to
black and white. Duality seems so much simpler! But still, we can’t go back. Most
humans are living out just another lifetime, pursuing whatever simple errand their
soul has them on, but it’s different for Shaumbra. This isn’t just another lifetime,
and it’s anything but simple (in the old sense), because we’re here for…
Integration – “Whatever it takes,” we said, and then found out it takes
a lot. For most Shaumbra, this is simply not the lifetime to live happily ever
after, to climb to the top of the ladder, to become rich and famous, or any of
the million other things that people spend a lifetime doing. We’re here for
integration, and dear Soul will do whatever it takes to offer every opportunity
to bring up every single stuck aspect, again and again and again, until they’ve
all come home. And that’s a story that can illuminate every experience.
Afraid of getting sick? You might have one physical challenge after another,
bringing home all those frightened plague/pox/starvation/whatever victims
until you no longer care. Can’t stand to be alone? People might just keep
leaving until all those abandoned, lost and betrayed lifetimes find their peace.
Have trouble with authority? You’ll wear a blinking light that’s visible to cops
and bosses and whatever other authority is around until all the lifetimes of
rebellion, righteous anger and pursuit of justice finally give up the fight.
Like it or not, for us, everything is ALL about integration. It is the ultimate
guiding principle of life and nothing can possibly stand in the way of your
soul’s true passion. However, this leads to a lot of…
Disruption – All the patterns in your life, probably especially the ones you
like the most, will eventually be disrupted. They have to be. It’s a way of stirring the pot, of getting in there to reach all the stuck little bits. I think of it as
harvest time.
Imagine that Farmer Soul planted a whole field of grainy lifetimes. They
sprouted and grew, having all sorts of different experiences, each one drawing in whatever it needed to ripen for the harvest. Then came time to cut the
grain and bring it to the threshing floor, where it’s beaten and thrashed to
separate the hard, protective husks from the precious kernels. (You know, on
the way to ascension…)
Then comes the winnowing, where everything is tossed up in the air so the
chaff can blow away. It’s a time of inner earthquakes, reality collapse, and utter
chaos, but such a necessary part of Farmer Soul’s harvest. Finally, everything
is gathered up for milling, where the individual grains are rendered into their
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pure essence, integrating together into wholeness – the exquisite golden loaf
that Farmer Soul has waited a very long time to enjoy.
(Interesting to note here that even though every stalk of grain grew for an
entire season, it didn’t take a thousand seasons to make this loaf. In fact, it
was hardly a breath ago that Farmer Soul looked out across the timeless fertile
field and knew each stalk by heart…)

PART 2: CONSOLIDATION
I write all this because I’m living it, as are so many Shaumbra. And so far,
every time I think it might be done, something comes along to let me know
there’s more. But I well know it’s not a never-ending process. Every time a new
challenge or “thrashing” appears, I feel it digging deeper than before, finding
treasures that had been buried under other, more obvious layers.

A recent personal change is that my dear Shaumbra partner has chosen to
go his own way for now, following the unavoidable call of his own soul and
whatever adventures she has in store for him. Of course, things like this always
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happen by agreement of the souls involved and so, in a relationship based
on compassion and consciousness, the humans do their best to go along.
Now, this is not a time for pity or sadness, but indeed the last few weeks
have included chaos and change and love and stories, pattern disruption and
deep integration. But how else would I have found the aspects that were still
stuck in their abandonment of lifetimes ago? Or given myself the freedom to
put me first, for real? Or learned how to say goodbye in the greatest of love?
The Master relishes these things, but the human, so precious, so fragile and
strong, has to feel them. For the human is absolutely essential to the integration. Most of our aspects are human and they need a human to come home to,
a human to feel them when they bring their pains and fears and burdens. The

amazing part is when you allow the feelings to sweep through without holding
on to the stories, for that’s when the magic happens. Rolling around on the
threshing floor may not be all that fun, but then suddenly you’re flying through
the air into freedom. Sometimes you can even feel as the hard old shells fall
away and the precious kernels are finally gathered up and taken Home.
Rest assured that old Farmer Soul does an extremely thorough job, and
when she’s done not a single husk will remain stuck. Not one grain will be lost,
and every precious kernel will reveal its golden essence. We are simply here to
remind you that a) all is well; b) the process won’t take forever; c) it’s easier if
you allow and d) on the other side of every tear is another breath of freedom.
It’s a new year, a time of fresh beginnings. Let the old stories go, even the
good ones. Let the old patterns fall apart, even your favorites. Go sit on your
bench and enjoy the golden treasure from every moment you’ve ever lived.
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CC TIPS
MONTHLY TIPS TO HELP YOU MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR CRIMSON CIRCLE ONLINE EXPERIENCE

STORE SEARCH FEATURE
Have you tried the new and improved Crimson Circle
Store Search Feature?
The Search is always found at the top of the screen, on
every page in the store.
Here is an example of seeing it on the Store Home Page.

On the left of the screen you may also Shop By:
Language
Choosing to shop by Language will refine your search
for products in your language.
Language example: English
Language example: German

Media
Choosing media with your search shows you the different formats available in the products.

Related Search Terms
By clicking on one of the items under this heading you
will bring up products related to your search word. Now
you will also be able to see the category menu.
Category
If you pick this option, you may jump to What’s New
and Featured Products.

Type in any word and it will bring up a screen with the
products and Cloud Classes containing that word.
Here is an example of the word “angels.”
There is a white dropdown menu to sort by Price,
Name, and Language
There are two view. You may choose a Grid view or a
List view.

The search feature is very robust. Please give it a try
and explore its interesting options.
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

ASPECTOLOGY®
SCHOOL

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

January 13–15, 2017
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer and Sigrid Nullmeyer

January 6–8, 2017
Basel, Switzerland
Marika Kontuniemi

February 3–5, 2017
Rodgau–Hainhausen (near Frankfurt/Main), Germany
Karin Hoyer

January 6–8, 2017
Munich, Germany

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS
January 20–22, 2017
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

April 21–23, 2017
Denver, Colorado, United States
Paul Cook
April 21–23, 2017
Poznan, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

January 20–22, 2017
Walding by Linz, Austria
Andrea Fuchs
January 20–22, 2017
Drammen, Norway
Evy Finjord Heggelund

DREAMWALKER™
LIFE
March 24–26, 2017
La Tour–de–Trême, Fribourg, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch

January 27–29, 2017
Syke, Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer
February 3–5, 2017
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS
January 20–22, 2017
Brasov, Romania
Florin Ilie Mandiuc and Anca Apostol
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April 7–9, 2017
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

February 3–5, 2017
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS

March 3-5, 2017
Utrech, The Netherlands
Joep Claessens

February 3–5, 2017
La Tour–de–Trême, Fribourg, Switzerland
Jutta Bosch

March 10–12, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril

March 10–12, 2017
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

JOURNEY OF THE
ANGELS

SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL

April 24–26, 2017
Poznan, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska

February 24–26, 2017
Brasov, Romania
Florin Ilie Mandiuc and Anca Apostol

January 6–8, 2017
Heerlen, Netherlands
Joep Claessens and Amy Jecheva

March 17–19, 2017
Rodgau near Frankfurt/Main, Germany
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer

January 6–8, 2017
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DISCOVERING
YOUR PASSION
February 4–5, 2017
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Lutz Nullmeyer

March 3–5, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta–Arsene

March 24–26, 2017
Basel, Switzerland
Marika Kontuniemi and Heidi Staeheli

January 13–15, 2017
Drammen, Norway
Eva Storrusten and Evy Finjord Heggelund
January 27–29, 2017
Eugene, Oregon, United States
Mary Beth Shewan and John McCurdy

March 24–26, 2017
Drammen, Norway
Eva Storrusten and Evy Finjord Heggelund
April 29–May 1, 2017
Ljubljana, Slovenia
Natasa Babnik and Edward Sharp

January 31–February 2, 2017
Bucharest, Romania
Mirela Ghenea and Manuela Sfirschi
February 17–19, 2017
Syke (near Bremen), Germany
Sigrid Nullmeyer and Lutz Nullmeyer
February 17–19, 2017
Zurich, Switzerland
Christian Meister and Mirella Baumgartner
February 17–19, 2017
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger and Dagmar Wollenweber
February 17–19, 2017
Pontos, Girona, Spain
Angel Estois and Placidia Maria Espinha
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BENCHING
Inspired by Story 19 in Memoirs
of a Master, Shaumbra Masters
around the world have wholeheartedly embraced a new pastime called
benching! It is the act of sitting with
your Self in total Allowing, and being
fully present in the and.
“Over the years, this park bench
had become the timeless place
where aspects of the Master’s past
and future lifetimes would come for
counsel. Coming from other times
and places, they would sit with him
and share their tears, ask their endless questions, boil in frustration,
expose their fears and anxieties, and
try to convince the Master to share
his magical elixir with them. Some
of the aspects would come only
for a brief moment, feeling uncomfortable in the light-shadow of the
Master, while others would linger for
hours. As the Master sat on the park
bench this morning, he knew one
thing was certain: they would come.
They knew this spot, and they knew
the Master came here often. It was
like a spiritual counseling sofa for
past and future lives of his and, no
matter how lost they might be, they
all knew how to get here. And the
Master didn’t mind, because it was
all about him, anyway.”

Austria

Italy

~ Excerpt from Memoirs of a Master

Florida

California

Ontario
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Slovenia

Finland

NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

Link

Cloud
Class

The Master’s
Life, Part 3 Embodiment

JP,PT,RO,RU,ES

MORE INFO

Free

The Darkness is
Your Divinity

FR,DE,HU,PL,RO,SR,ES

MORE INFO

Free

Abundance Clinic

BG,DK,NL,FI,DE,GR,JP,NO,PT,RU,ES

MORE INFO

Special
Topics

Re-Order Your
Reality

FR,DE,GR,IT,NO,RO,SR,ES,TR

MORE INFO

Special
Topics

Body of
Consciousness

NL,FR,DE,HU,IT,NO,PL,PT,RO,SR,ES

MORE INFO

Special
Topics

Lords of Freedom

FR,DE,IT,JP,NO,RO,ES,SV

MORE INFO

DE=German; DK=Danish; ES=Spanish; FI=Finnish; FR=French; GR=Greek; HU=Hungarian; ID=Indonesian; IT=Italian; JP=Japanese;
NL=Dutch; NO=Norwegian; PL=Polish; PT=Portuguese; RO=Romanian; RU=Russian; SL=Slovenian; SR=Serbian; SV–Swedish; TR=Turkish
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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